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’Know Yourself,’ Says
British Novelist Wilson
By VICKI MAY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Colin Wilson, colorful British
novelist and critic, realized his
whole philosophy of human response in 1954, after thumbing out
of London on a "hot, dusty and
sticky" Saturday afternoon.
Speaking to approximately 300
students and faculty members in
Morris Dailey Auditorium yesterday morning, a vibrant Wilson retold the realization he experienced
while seeking a ride to Saint Neots.
an urban district in Huntingtonshtre, England.
He had resented the possibility
that engine trouble would delay his
journey. When this did not happen,
his weariness and resentment
turned to pleasure.
In other words, he told his listeners, he was stimulated to great
joy when the threat of inconvenience was presented and then removed.
"We don’t even know enough
about ourselves, about our minds."
said Wilson, reflecting his thoughts
of that day.
Since that time, Wilson has
named his revelation "Saint Neots
Margin," his explanation of the inability of the human mind to see
into the internal world.
Wilson thinks that man has acquired "useless and dangerous habits," continually concentrating on
the external and not the internal
world,

Ad Hoc Probe
Recommends
ASB Revamp
Investigation into the functions
of student body government, a
probe initiated early last semester,
culminates this morning in a report to the college president which
suggests major revamping of the
campus community.
The report was prepared by an
ad hoc student-faculty commission
appointed by President Robert D.
Clark last September. Clark directed commisison members to look
into student government problem
areas and devise "procedures by
which actual revisions of the ASB
Constitution might be affected."
Commission members contacted
Tuesday were reluctant to comment on the particulars of the
study, prefering, they said, to let
President Clark see it first. The
general tone, however, was that
the group had uncovered many
problems and "were successful" in
finding solutions.
Joe Rynear, graduate student in
history, summed up the findings of
the committee with, "After years
of failure by other groups, our
commission was able to come up
with a workable approach to academic freedom." Chairman of the
commission since its creation, Rynear expressed satisfaction with
the final report, saying it included
the results of public hearings and
many lengthy committee det,,,I es.

"Man relies on external stimulus
to keep himself happy." He continued, asking the question why
man responds to challenges and
unpleasantness but not to pleasure.
"This is the basic absurdity of
the civilization we have built," con-

eluded Wilson.
Flashing back 20 years to the
time when he was 16, Wilson recalled his urge to commit suicide.
At that time, he viewed life as
pointless and God as "a confidence
trickster."

Legend Discrepancy

Mystery Surrounds
St. Patrick’s Identity
fly RIMAS SKETERIS
On March 17 a strange thing happens; everyone claims
to be Irish, even if It’s only at heart. Shamrocks sprout on
lapels everywhere In honor of that great Irishman, St.
Patrick. Or was he ... Irish, that is?
First of all, no one knows just what the date itself commemorates, whether it is St. Patrick’s birth, death, or whatever. This isn’t too surprising, considering that no one quite
knows precisely when St. Patrick was born, or when he died.
Even the identity of St. Patrick is disputable. There is
historical evidence to suggest that the person known as St.
Patrick is really several people all rolled into one.
According to more conventional legend, however, the most
likely figure was not Irish, but, indeed, an Englishman, born
in the village of Nemphthur, just outside Glastonbury, about
A.D. 386. He allegedly was kidnaped by pirates and taken to
Northern Ireland where he was sold as a slave. He became
evangelist to the Irish heathen and later, a bishop.
Wherever St. Patrick went, he announced his presence
by beating a drum, a tactic adopted in later times by the
Salvation Army. This drum also was supposed to be his
principal weapon in his snake extermination campaign.
St. Patrick died in Ierland at Saul, near Downpatrick.
The exact date is a mystery. And his age at the time of his
death has been the subject of numerous intricate calculations.
Estimates of his life span range from 88 to 121 years.

Arrows Lead the Way
To Blood Drive at CWC
If a donor gives just one pint
of blood before 4 p.m., the deadline
for today’s Campus Blood Drive,
he is insured a year’s unlimited
supply of blood for himself and his
family.
A staff of more than 40, a doctor, Red Cross nurses and volunteers, will work in shifts at the
Catholic Women’s Center at Fifth
and San Fernando Streets, where
an anticipated 300 students will
donate blood throughout the day.
The local Red Cross chapter,
serving four counties, needs 175
pints each day on the basis of five
days a week, said its chief nurse,
Mrs. Muriel Cannel.

"One pint of blood could benefit several persons," she said. "If
the whole blood is not used before
21 days, the plasma can be used
in research or for direct use, such
as fractionals for hemophiliacs who
suffer from uncontrollable bleeding."
Awards will be presented at 5:30
tonight to the organizations donat ing the most blood in each of four
divisions: sororities, fraternities,
student living centers and non-fraternal organizations.
Sponsors of the drive arc AF
ROTC, Sigma Kappa, and Community Service Board.

Grad Procedure
Students expecting to gratin ate In .111114‘ or this summer
al hi WhelltIle ti graduation appointment in the Registrar’s Office, ADM 102, before the March
17 deadline. Major-minor forms
must be on file In the Registrar’s
Office prior to the appointment.

- Photo by A. J. Dubiel
EVERY DAY students walk by Building K unaware of the conflicts
and tensions being poured out by troubled fellow-students inside.
Psychologists in the counseling center help these disturbed students to adjust to themselves and life. Building K is located on
Seventh Street between the Cafeteria and Concert Hall.

Photo by Joe Swan
BRITISH AUTHOR, Colin Wilson, on the SJS campus yesterday
for the College Union Programs Board lecture series, discusses
his "Saint Neots Margin" theory with Dr. Burton R. Brazil, department chairman of political science.

Spotler Withdraws
Constitution Revision
ASS President Jerry Spotter
met with no opposition when at
yesterday’s Student Council meeting he withdrew from Council the
proposed amendments to the ASB
constitution.
Spotler had appointed the ad hoc
commission to revise the constitution at the beginning of his presidential term last fall.
"Because of unfortunate lacks
of quorum, and, . . . the limited
time factor, I cannot justify at this
time a document being submitted
to the Student Body without the
full and complete support of its
representatives
the Student
Council," contended Spotler.
If the revisions had been passed
by Council, they would appear on

the ballot for the next general
election later on this spring.
The question of Spotler’s use of
the ASS executive budget, however, met with much discussion
after ASB Treasurer John Bruckman brought up the matter in his
weekly report.
"If you are charging Spotler
with malfeasance in office, I request written charges," said Grad
Rep. John Ogle. Bruclanan replied that "he would be happy to
answer any questions" and that
his books are open to anyone interested.
Council then approved a legislative directive from Junior Rep.
Perry Kneisel demanding that
Bruckman present written charges
to the Campus Policy Committee,

By DIANE YELESCO
Spartan Daily Feature Editor
Student Council virtually approved the Editorial Advisory
Board yesterday, despite a legislative resolution by Grad Rep
Dick Miner to terminate Spartan Daily’s ASB financial support.
Ken Shackelford, senior rep and co-author of the bill with
Miner, told council that the only way it can influence the Spartan Daily is through the budget.
"If the ASB did not give money to the Daily, there would
be no basis for the Daily being
responsible to the student body," But when $30,000 of ASB money
he said.
is given to a publication, the stuThe Editorial Board will, he said, dent body is owed a little bit of
in essence "judge the judgernetrt accountability."
of the editor." The bill will create
Miner, however, later introduced
a seven-man review board to eval- a legislative resolution calling for
uate all ASB publications.
an ad hoc committee to investigate the possibility of either termiSPOLTER IN BOARD
nating direct financing or finding
Six of the members, represent- another means of financing the
ing the schools of the college, will Daily.
be selected by Academic Council’s
A small random sampling of on.
Student Affairs Council, which in- campus student opinion conducted
cludes ASB President Jerry Spotler by the Daily yesterday, revealed
and Vice-President Vic Lee as its many students think the newsonly student members. The re- paper should not be financed
maining board member will repre- through ASB. Most also expressed
sent Council.
disapproval of the Editorial AdTwo amendments to the bill visory Board.
were introduced by Miner, one
STUDENT REACTS
calling for adherence to the AmerTypical of the reactions was that
ican Society of Newspaper Editors’ Canons of Journalism, and of Ron Kronberg, graduate student
the other requesting that the board from Minnesota, who said, "My
report its findings to editors of initial feeling was that I didn’t
ASB funded publications and to really like it (the board). I consider the editorial staff responsible
the student body.
Bob Stahl, senior rep, challenged enough to edit and write what they
the bill, asking how many council think is best. If there is enough
members had talked to students dissention, the people dissenting
about the idea, and maintaining can write in."
Kronberg strongly favored septhat he had spoken with 15 to 20
students, all of whom opposed the arating the Daily and ASS government. "The paper should be indebill.
Shackleford said he had dis- pendent," he said. "An independent
cussed the bill with faculty mem- paper might be better. As a new
bers of the political science depart- student, my only link with what’s
ment who were "enthusiastic" going on is the Daily. The better
about it, as long as the board could the paper, the happier I am."
In a statement before the meetnot impose prior restraint.
ing, Vice President Vic Lee pushed
CHANGE NAME?
aside the question of campus send.
The Senior rep also stated that ment. "It (student opinion) doesn’t
the majority of the student body matter. It is going to pass anyway
knows about the bill only from
consensus," he said.
what they have read in the Daily.
"Naturally they’re against the bill
due to the publicity the Daily has
given it," he said.
"When I explained the bill, students were for it. I am for a free
press, but not for an irresponsible
Chad and Jeremy, popular singeditor."
Miner, contending that the name ing stars and creators of such hits
of the bill might be the source of as "Yesterday’s Gone," "A Sumthe "Daily hysteria," suggested mer Song" and "Willow Weep for
that the board be renamed Publi- Me," will perform in Morris Dailey
Auditorium Wednesday, March
cation Advisory Board.
"I don’t agree with 50 to 60 per 29th at 8:15 p.m.
Tickets are $1.50 for sudents and
cent of what Ken Shackleford says
about the Publications Advisory 52.50 for the general public, and
Board," Miner said. "And I don’t are now on sale in the Student
agree with the Daily’s paranoia. Activities Office, ADM174.

Chad and Jeremy
To Entertain

Clinic Promotes Understanding
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the last of three
articles dealing with psychological problems
encountered by college students, and ways
they are helped by psychologists in Building K.
210 S. Seventh St., the on-campus counseling
center.
By SUE HARRIGER
Spartan Daily Investigative Writer
It hurts to know you’ve got problems.
It is painful for an emotionally disturbed
individual to look at himself and realize
and most of all to
that he needs help
do something about it.
"We reach our goal in Building K
when we get these students to understand their problems arc really not that
had, that they are no different from
others and that they are capable of
finding solutions," said Dr. Ben Finney,
staff counselor.
Pressures in school, problems at home,
emotional dullness and apathy are some
of the situations that bring students to
Building K. One anonymous student said
his desire to come was because of "an
overwhelming sense of alienation."
"I had problems concerning sex and
felt that there was no one to talk to
about it except someone who could remain objective and someone who I didn’t
know," remarked one student.
A major problem with many students,
"sex ranks high next to conflicts of
Independence and feelings of failure,"
according to Dr. Finney. The psychologist believes that the discussion of
sexual matters is very helpful in therapy
because it enables clients to comprehend
what course to take to rid themselves
of undesirable situations in heterosexual
Os well as homosexual relationships.
No matter what the problem may be,

the majority of clients feel that Building
K has greatly assisted them in finding
themselves.
"There was an enormous difference
between having no one to talk to and
then someone," said one person. "I felt
constructive. For once I could be honest
and tell someone what I really thought
whether it was pleasant or not," he said.
The job of the counselor is to make
students feel at ease so they will let
out their true anxieties. "It is essential
that the therapist be interested in the
person and what he has to say. Our
policy is not to scold and not to tell
the clients what to do," said Dr_ Finney.
A counselor should clarify the problem
at hand and help the patient decide on
some sort of constructive action, according to Dr. Finney.
"The therapist was extraordinarily
adept at asking appropriate and penetrating questions that really got at my
feelings. His commitment to tacit, articulate body of theory inspired confidence
rather than awe, and he did not proceed
along haphazard lines of investigation,"
said one student.
Most students who have attended Individual therapy sessions agree that their
problems probably would have become
more severe had they not come to
Building K.
"I needed more therapy when I left,
but the time was up," said one coed.
"But I think that the same thing would
have happened without therapy - the
only thing is that now I understand
myself, my family and people; I tun able
to live with myself."
Anomie Is at its height with many
?WOW-A

of the clients when they begin treatment. There is much distress with meanno goal or direction.
inglessness in life
The dangerous trauma of insecurity,
mixed with loneliness is the situation
many students find themselves in, according to Dr. Finney.
"I had trouble relating to people. I
was unable to accept them on any basis
until they had ’proven’ themselves. At
the time I had frequent deep depressive
moods with fits of crying for little or
no reason," related one client.
Building K helps many students to
find direction, ambition and identity in
this world, Because of the counseling
center, students have felt tremendous
changes in their lives. Many now feel
more at ease, are more realistic about
their problems and have become more
relaxed. Most important is that they
they have gained insight into themselves, according to Dr. Finney.
One client realized "that there is not
going to be a solution for every problem,"
but he feels that there is still room to
try. Many students who were insecure
have "loosened up" because of the psychological therapy, and they find they
can have more confidence in themselves
when their upsets are minimized.
Changes in attitude as far as the
majority of the clients are concerned
came about by talking out their problems
and taking action with reason and good
Judgment.
"Just finding out I wasn’t the only
one in the world feeling the way I did,"
Is how one student found himself. "The
doctor helped me realize that an individual is composed of more than just intellect," he said.
f01.0.),
.;
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Editor

Jerry Townsend

If you don’t have the film. to dry your
oss n banana peels or if you can’t afford
the .Si to drop acid, there is another groovy
I.
way to expand your
See the is arid through an ice cube.
take a clear
The. technique is eay
ice cube and hold it up to your eye.
And the world which the Victorian
nit’, Matthew Arnold, described but
couldn’t realize as "... so various, so beautiful, so new . . ." is jtigt it few inches

Advertising Manager .... Jack Groban

Editorial

A One -Man Judiciary
AnItther first in college student government history: SJS permits the first
one-man supreme court on record.
So far our combination presidentchief justice has handed down only one
decision. setting a remarkably liberal
precedent. Justiee Jerry decided that
judicial review is within his sphere of
influence. and further. that the ASH
Colt stitution is a "v iable" document.
In the case of illiams vs. The Constitution. the sophonuire representativ e with 231! linitS came out on top.
After all. reasoned the court, it doesn’t
matter much uhether Williams’ college
career is endangered. so long as he remains a "mature. intelligent" council
member.
Why worry about such a piddling
detail as the guy not being a member
tif the class lie represents. The present
constitution IS notoriously unfair. so
let’s figure out the "spirit" of the thing.
The letter of the law doesn’t apply in
this ease. May be A illiams does have
21 straight units of inromplete. but he

still makes a terrific contribution to
student government. Keep it quiet.
e’re rewriting the constitution to
eliminate this silly class representation
concept anyway. No one will ever know
the difference.
We’re certainly fortunate to have
such an effective government. Combining the judiciary and the executive.
Who would ever have thought of it?
And not having anyone on the outside
to answer to. except at election time,
is nice too. We can do things the right
way and not have the public hugging
us all the time.
Except for that uppity Spartan
Daily. The paper just doesn’t know
when it’s well off. We’d better put
some limits on the Daily before the
editor gets wise and starts snooping
around. He’s much too free. One man
sets policy for the paper and he can
do anything lie wants. If we aren’t careful. he might start running things over
there like sit’ di/ 11Pre.
J.T.

Thrust and Parry

Negro Position Clarified
Black Power Defended,
Viewed os ’Re-direction’
Editor:
If for the ear Itifi7 a plaque were awarded
the most uninformed journalist on the college
writing circuit, it would have to be awarded,
undoubtedly, to Sue Harriger.
Miss Harriger has now gone on a tirade
discrediting and maligning, through sheer ignorance and misinterpretation, one of the most
black
significant step toward elevating
Americans in nearly 100 years.
Her attack on Black Power is without foundation and represents the hypocritical and
nonsensical attitude of many people toward a
a porsignificant portion of the population
tion of the population that these same people
are in reality unconcerned about at best and,
more than likely, anxious to see its progress
restrained.
These are the same people who declare in
one breath, "They will only be helped if they
help themselves," and in the next, attack the
most basic and innocent efforts to organize for
self help.
Her association of Black Power with
violence would he funny on the Roy Rogers
or Ted Mack television shows.
TI would be rather presumptuous on the part
of just 22 million black people lout of a total
population of 200 million, IF all the black
people could be mobilized in one force), to
try to wrest total power or even partial power
from the federal, state or local governments
with "rifles throwing molotov cocktails . . ."
Even sophisticated models. This happened once
in America at Fort Sumter, circa 1860, and
napalm hadn’t even been invented then.
As Donald Warden, chairman of the AfroAmerican Association, and speaker in the
"Dilemma" program stated. Black Power is
merely a slogan, no more potent or dangerous
than "Freedom Now," "We Shall Overcome."
and many others.
On the contrary, Black Power, or the
_

"meaning behind it" which she finds so dangerous, is merely a pluralization or re-direction
of primary social attitudes and loyalties of
America’s so-called Negroes, toward self consideration, self help, dignity and pride in the
concept of "Blackness" first, and nothing
more. Certainly not the violent overthrow or
that’s illegal.
seizure of the government
Charles Moreland
A8677

’Muslim Beliefs Differ
From Orthodox Islam’
Editor:
I was very much moved to rebellion when I
read Carol Schneider’s- article Friday on the
Black Muslims. With clue deference to Miss
Schneider for writing an accurate report, I
should like to differentiate between the beliefs of the Black Muslims and some of the
beliefs of Orthodox Islam.
Islam began in the eighth century A.D.
with Mohammed’s pilgrimage from Mecca to
Medina. The faith propagated fighting and
bloodshed, it is true, but toe only blood that
was shed was that of those who refused to
subscribe either to Islam, Christianity or
Judaism.
In other words, the Christians and the Jews
were treated on the same level as the Moslems.
The Koran, which is the bible of Islam,
specifically emphasized this equality and demands that there be no difference in the
treatment of the people who subscribe to these
three religions. Although the Black Muslims
have the lower hand authority-wise, they want
to separate not only the races, but also the
faiths.
Where the Moslem believes that the three
religions subsciibe to the same God, the
Black Muslim thole spelling) says that his
people are the only ones who worship God,
or Allah Isame thing, by the way).
Basil Fattab
A2161)

Happiness is a HEALTHY VOLKSWAGEN

MICHAEL MOTORS
Treats VW malfunctions
with skill and efficiency.
Mike’s personal diagnosis
and repair service will restore gusto to your fired
VW.

MICHAEL MOTORS
17 S. 8th
295-1455

assay.
Littler the influence of ice, all the
reality of people and objects is distorted.
People, surroundings, walls, furniture
all become one. and the challenge of ice
is to undo and reshape reality.
Just as any "happe g" is difficult to
describe, to recreate the experiences of ice
is almost impossible. I find the old cliche,
"You have to go through it yourself,"

of now.
I can still do it freely in my apartment
three people and an orange chair all because
eonet.1
looke and thought and as the water
was dripping down my fingers, I realized
that there were really two people and
two chairs. In hieing one, their true natures seemed to have been revealed to me.
As I put down the ice and looked
around the room again, there were two
people and two chairs. All my life I had
thought he was real, hut he turned out to
be a chair. When I began to question and
During a recent experience las
"plie

Adam’s Rib

For What It’s Worth
By JIM RAUH
Besides being a hellhole of crime in
every form, a smoke-helching inferno of
violence and corruption, and a neon jungle
of temper and intolerance in the United
States, the American city actually is a
dilemma unto itself.
If unknown before, it is inure than apparent now that the dust has settled on
SJS’ "Dilemma of the American City" program that the American city is a complex
melting pot of people and their contrasting ideas.
But just what is a melting pot? Israel
Zangwill, the famous 19th century novelist
and playwright, entitled his 1908 play
"The Melting Pot The United States as
a place of the amalgamation of races and.
mores."
Zangwill’s play dealt with integration
in the American city and seems to parallel
the urban situation today. The only difference is that the problem of integration,
equal opportunity and what have you in
1908 was only one-tenth of what it is
today.
The "Dilemma" series of speeches and
panel discussions emphasized even more
the nature of racial prejudice in the
American city and the almost "fruitless
efforts," as ex-CORE director James Farmer said, that the Civil Rights Movement
has made to bring equality and opportunity to the minorities that so desperate.ly need it.
BLINDING EFFICIENCY
An outstanding example of this blindness in the American city is Bogalusa,
Louisiana. It took a major riot on the
part of the Negro minority there to effect
it quick cure for its inept visibility.
Not the the cure was complete. That
will never happen ... at least in this century. But, nevertheless, eyes were opened,
heads were turned and the eyes of the nation witnessed the revolt of a minority
against a completely prejudiced majority.
James Farmer was in Bogalusa during
the riots. As head of a national civil rights
group (CORE) he was "summoned" by the
mayor to help him "negotiate" with the
inflamed Negroes of Bogalusa.
According to Farmer, the only reason

STATE MEAT MARKET

Corner 4th and Santa Clara

292-7726
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negotiated was because all the
Negroes in town had registered to vote,
and there was a mayoral election approaching.
Farmer asked the mayor, "Why do you
want to negotiate now, after you’ve ignored the situation for so long?" The
mayor blurted, "It’s something I’ve always
wanted to do."
Needless to say, a committee for Negro
employment was set up instantly to take
the pressure off the mayor, and to relax
the situation somewhat. The minority
opportunity-employment scene there is by
no means satisfactory, but at least now
it has some kind of a bright future.
SINS OF NEGLECT
The American city .is guilty lit the sins
of neglect, rejection and hate against James
Farmer’s "little people" of the urban scene
. . . the Mexican, Negro, Puerto Rican,
Indian and all other minority groups who
have been neglected in Bogalusa, Selma,
San Francisco and elsewhere across the
nation.
Minorities in the Amertcan city are like
an ace a crooked card player hides up his
sleeve. The only thing is he never uses
the card. In fact, he forgets about it completely. never using it to fulfill the winning combination for which it was meant.
Card playing is a win or lose affair. But
minority membership doesn’t have to be.
It doesn’t have to he swept under the
mat of neglect and rejection by the white
masses of the American city. Minorities
should play an integral part in the proper
functioning of the American city, just as
the majority alone does today.
If such an integration is to come about.
the American city must open its soot-filled
eyes and discover the struggling people
that inhabit it.
One of the "Dilemma" panelists advocated violence and bloodshed as the means
to achieve this end. Another supported
peaceful methods of talk anti discussion.
He was from Watts.
Whatever the means, the American
city must contradict James Farmer’s statement ... "The curse of our nation is that
no white man really knows any Negroes,
nor do Negroes know any white men."
the mayor

get on the waves with a VW
SURFBOARD

him and our relationship, he was

chair. And not even orange, kintla mossy
green.
Nev er had he been interested in me as a
person., usually just as a crutch or a good
time. Never would he hsten to me . . .
but brother, I had to listen to hitn.
Now that I know he is a chair, it is
easier for me to try to help straighten his
leg.
It is only through seeing people as chairs
or other inanimate objects that I can fully
see their worth.
It is through the distortion of reality
that I see meaning.
a
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CENTER-CUT PORK CHOPS 78
2 lbs. 89’
GROUND BEEF
1 lb .egakcap
Star
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RIB STEAK
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Plenty of FREE PARKING
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New Snowstorms Cause Anxiety
For Easter Vacation Skiers

nete4 gpiel4
Award Applications Available
tins fut the La Torre Awards and Meritorious Service
Ass alas c now mailable in the Student Activities Office, ADM242,
in co/ding to Gina Levitt, recognition committee chairman. The applications for the awards must be returned to the Student Union by
51onday, April 3.
The aaardees are selected on the basis of leadership and service
in activities during the 1966-67 school year. The student should be
an ASB Committee or subcommittee member or office holder, other
than ASB president, or an outstanding officer in a recognized campus
ergankation. The student must have been on a committee or in office
for at least one semester during the current academic year. The
student should be outstanding in two or more activity areas, such as
ASB, lit iitg group, departmental.
A1
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’Wail’ To Present Readings
Scientist ,.)etry and prose readings endorsing "peace within

and
between man" will be presented tonight at Jonah’s Wail coffee house,
10111 and San Carlos streets, beginning at 9.
Featuring published and unpublished material, the selections,
according to Brian King, program committeeman, will consider "creativity and peace, rather than war and destruction."
Members of the campus Spring Mobilization Committee will
present the readings, King said. The campus group is currently publeizing Vietnam week, a nation-wide anti-war protest.

Students To View Design Show

Photo

"Action in Design" will give interior design students from SJS,
the Schaeffer School of Design, University of California, and San Francisco State an opportunity to see and learn the latest interior design
resources Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
This second Resources Day is scheduled for the Fern Court of
the Western Merchandise Mart at 1355 Market Street, San Francisco.
The project is sponsored by the Northern California chapter of the
American Institute of Interior Designers under the direction of William
Robert Thele Jr., chairman of the chapter’s Student Education Commit tee.
The students will see wall-coverings, fabrics, floor coverings and
furniture horn local representatives during the session. A registration
fee of 50 cents will be charged for this education project.

Loan Deadline April 1
Funds totaling $4 million are available for the 1967-68 academic
year to students who apply before the April 1 deadline. Involved are
National Defense Student Loans, Nursing Student Loans, Educational
Opportunity Grants, the College Work Study Program and various
scholarships, according to Donald Ryan, fiancial aids director.
Approximately one-fourth of the SJS student body is currently
receiving aid. Eight hundred students had to drop out fall semester
because they filed applications late and were unable to obtain loans,
Ryan said.
Applications are available in the Financial Aids Office, AD711242.

Reed Deadline Set
Deadline for manuscripts for "The Reed" magazine is Monday.
April 3, according to Dr. Jeanne Lawson, associate professor of English
and co-adviser to "The Reed."
"While manuscripts are pouring in," she said, "we still have need
of high quality poetry, and especially short stories."
Everyone is urged to submit their manuscripts, she said. Also
needed is art, photography and a cover design.

and

Students should submit their poetry and stories, as well as essays
English Office (F0102) before the deadline,

one-act plays to the

Temn To Examine Space Program
A history of the development of the United States’ space program,
its aerospace experiments, spacecraft, missiles, and plans for the
future will be presented by the Air University Aerospace Presentation
Team, today at 1:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Motion pictures made in space of extravehicular activities, moon
Inclines made by Ranger, photographs of vehicles deploying in orbit
and animated movies of future space projects will be shown by the
learn, headed by Lt. Col, James S. Wall.
The program, which is free to students, faculty and the college
community, is sponsored by the SJS Department of Aerospice Studies,

Birth Control
A

Newman

Center

panel

will

discuss what Newsweek magazine
termed, "The most pressing prob-

Roman Catholics
in this countrybirth control
tonight at 7:30.
, The discussion is the last of four
sponsored by the Saint Thomas
More men, a group of Catholic
lawyers in San Jose.
lem confronting

by Larry Bellis

WEEKEND CO-REC will sponsor a golf clinic April 18 at a
nearby course. Golf pro Charles Warwick from Pleasant Hills Golf
Course will give the clinic to all interested students. Registration
and information will be at Weekend Co-Rec, according to John
Galos, director of the activities. Richard Artis, Fremont DeArmond, Don Campbell and John Galos check Roger Brown’s
swing as he warms-up for the clinic. Other activities offered in
the Men’s and Women’s are badminton, ping pong, basketball
and swimming. It is open to all students and faculty from 12:30
to 4:30 p.m.

Conference
For Women
Bay Area business and professional women will he on campus
Saturday to attend an all day
conference from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The event is sponsored by the
Institute of Industrial Relations,
associated with the School of Business.
Entitled "Room at the Top,"
it is the smenth annual confer ence for professional women held
at SJS. The main topic is "Prerequisites for Promotion."
Students and faculty ’are welcome to attend. There is a $2
fee which can be paid at 9 a.m.
Saturday in the Cafeteria where
the conference begins. The fee ineludes luncheon.
Additional information can be
obtained from the Institute’s office at 125 S. Seventh St., or by
calling 294-6,114, Etx. 2181.

Prof To Read Novel
Dr. Wallace Murray, profesof drama, will read a cutting
of the complete novel "The
Woman of Andros," by Thornton
Wilder, today at 3:30 p.m. in
the Studio Theatre.
sor

Join a
Giant A.1:1
on the
move

Foot

rah.rah boor &
dance thing which may be hare
soon. Until such time, wear this
with pride:
highneck,
long -tail
white TShirt, mblerned as shown.
Gig big,
to

over Easter vaciition!

ITCHY FOOT MOSE
L.,

5296 Valley VW.
Angeles. Calif 90012

In a world where minutes count, a
fine watch is a necessity.

RANKER ’JR"
A practical 17 !ewe!
watch. Shock.resistant.
Yellow.
$39.95

Bulova watches offer dependable accuracy, smart
jewelry styling and pride

watches.

Superb Instruments of the Highest Character

BULOVA
Always a worthwhile
investment.

*

*

*

810 Town & Country Village

LEADING IADY "1111’.
Beauty captured in a
fine 21 jewel watch.
Yellow or white.
$34.95

lEtaidis4,1421,

#tcCod

56 South First Street
296-6113

Convenient Credit Available
Open Thursday Nights

Phone: 295-0567
Parking in Rear of Store

there is no substitute
for Volkswagen’s
Volkswagen ...
at Spartan
Volkswagen.

Careers in Management

(Volkswagen’s Volkswagen)

1787 , LT

de

t.

The biggest thing about a Spartan Volkswagen are the
little things ... like the price of $1787 delivered here in
San Jose ... and the down payment ... and the monthly
payments . . . and the up keep . . and the required
parking space . . . and the taxes ... and the insurance
... EVERYTHING costs less when you own a Volkswagen,
that’s why it’s such a BIG DEAL.

Campus Interviews Will Be Held On

thing

There’s No Watch Like A Bulova

Excellent Selection of Baroque Blockflotes

(NO FEDERAL SERVICE
ENTRANCE EXAMINATION REQUIRED)

campus

THURSDAY,
MARCH 30th
Or further information write 10

MR. CARL SALAMONE r’’,’,","’n,2=1’
ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE
OAK CLIFF BANK TOWER
400 SO. ZANGS BLVD.
DALLAS,

TEXAS 75201

243-17111

choose from a fine

Lutes by Hauser

Excellent starling salaries. Liberal company benefits
including group insurance. paid vacations, retirement plan,
sick leaves, liberal travel allowances, relocation expenSeS,
tudion assistance.

Itchy Foot Moss is

FLO STURGEON
D.B.A., RAMSEY STUDIO
1027 Town & Country Village

selection of Bulova

*Business Administration*Economics*Psychology
*Mathematics *Liberal Arts*MartietingeArchitectural
Design*Mechanical Engi neering* Personnel
Administration *Accounting*Systems a Food and
Nolel Management

Itchy

Visit our photo studio any time during April to arrange
wedding photos and receive a free bride book, a must
for that special girl on her special day.
Regular $3 value

and let us help you

1/He C/a’oic quitar4

We are seeking graduates with majors in:

everyone

BRIDES TO BE

of possession. Come in

Career positions are available in the following fields for
qualified graduates:
Retailing &lying Accounting Auditing Architecture
Mechanical Engineering Personnel Food Management
Systems Analysis Personal Services and Vending
Management

That’s what we’d
like to find out.

Mesa is

At the moment of unweighting around to the position in which
bring your outside pole around it will next be planted.
forcing out the outside elbow. This
One thing to remember when
movement known as French rota- you ate bringing around that outtion causes an edge change, a side pole, bring it around about
weight change, and a heel thrust. waist high. Too much height will
Often called an anticipation move- distribute unwanted weight to your
ment, it actually brings the pole I heels.

Investigate the unlirnited opportunities now available with one
of the largest, most progressive and successful retailing or.
ganications the worldwide "PS" Exchange Service.
A modern training program will prepare you for an initial
assignment at one of our many PS installation centers through.
out the United States on the executive/management level.
Transfer to overseas location available after training period.

Who in the world
wants an Itchy Foot
Mose T-Shirt7

Hopefully

By NORMAN B. NICHOLLS
For those of you planning to
spend Easter vacation skiing, one
precaution be prepared for the
unusual.
Last weekend both U.S. Highways 40 and 50 were closed periodically due to blizzard conditions
and zero visibiity. The state division of highways worked 24 hours
a day in an attempt to keep the
roads clear, but mother nature was
definitely the victor.
When and if the snow stops
falling, skiing should be excellent
for the vacation period. All the
spas will be working overtime to
pack their slopes and packed powder will be predominant (quite a
difference from last Easter’s slush
and "peanut butter" conditions).
For those of you wishing to ski
the powder or "garbage," I recom
mend the easiest method known to
me. It is a combination of the
American unweighting and the
French rotation or "anticipation"
movement.
First build up speed, then begin
a down up down in the knees. On
your up motion your weight is
being forced away from gravity
thus "unweighting" your skis. This
is touched off by planting the pole
nearest the direction in which
you’re turning.

SPARTAN VOLKSWAGEN
1560 N. FIRST STREET
SAN JOSE / 286-8800

Om
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Goose Eggs Unwanted

Busy Easter Sked for Baseballers
tilers hope to fincil
SJS t,
something .o7her than goose eggs
in their Easter Basket Saturday,
as they open a bu,.y. spring %ace a’
doubleheader against
lion with
.
rS_
Actor’s Repertory Theater
presents Australia’s Best

"Summer of the
17th Doll"
by Ray Lawler.

Actor’s Repertory Theater
Fr; & Sat. evenings
25 vv San Salvador

8:30 per.
297-4797

MAN
VS
WOMAN
VS
BEAST
...IT WAS
SURVIVAL
OF THE
FITTEST!

host Marine Corps team.
ada.
Iii Ii
The Spartans open the double
hill, which
against
starts at noon. will tie played at ’ elimination tournament
the University of Santa Clara’s Utah at 9 p.m. Monday, and depending on how they fare, will
Buck Shaw Stadium.
The Spartans home Municipal play either the winner or the losStadium diamond will be used. er (if the Marine Corps-UOP game
olong with two other SJS rho - in the second round.
Santa Clara and San Francisco
mends, tor a high school spring
State, both of whom have beaten
Ii urnament
year, collide in
Monday, the Sparatans will be ’ the Spartans this
another first round game, while
in San Diego to compete in the
o.ir.day Marine Corps Spring the powerful Trojans open against
Tonrnament. The highly competi- the Aztecs.
Left bander Pete Hoskins and
i. i.iornamera will include Southrighthander Rich Kemmerle will
’iii California, lnkersit y of PSprobably start against the Wolfii lie, San Franvisco State. Santa
the int ’lam, Utah, and San Diego State, pack Saturday, althuogh
.,ttg with he Spat f ans and the jured Frank Pangborn is a possible starter either Saturday, or
in the tournament opener Monthe l’ither
Saturday.-

day.
The veteran Pangborn is still
hampered by a muscle pull suffered in last week’s Santa Clara
game.
The Spartans go into the vacation break with a two won, four
lost mark, which is in a large part
due to a prolonged hitting slump.
In recent games what little iii.
-

IHIS t.5 THE WAY IT WAS .

Mit
4:- ANLL1C1R

YEARS L.
COLOR
by DeLuse

la
r Tots

000El IVEltli JOHN MOURN’
Daily from 12.4 5 p....1.

URSULA ANDRESS

PLUS

345
solet
A FOX WEST COAST THEATRE

TUES.. MARCH 21

1

tack the SJS nine has had has
come mainly from the bats of first I
baseman George Tauter, infielder I
and outfielder I
Carl Tognolini
Bruce Young.
Although it is idle over spring ,
vacation, the SJS freshmen team
gets a running start on its after
vacation schedule by playing today
and tomorrow.
Today the Spartababes are inj
Hartnett, and tomorrow they are.
on their home diamond to play
the University of San Francisco
frosh.
Both games are make-ups of I
rain-out contests.
The Hartnett tilt was postponed
Tuesday, and the USF contest was
called because of a deluge in the
second game of a doubleheader.
after the Spartabes had lost the
first game.
Walt Yost will start for the
SJS frosh today, with either Gary
Enos or Jay Fike scheduled to
hurl tomorrow.
The Spartababes are 2-6 on the
season, and 1-4 in league play, but
hoth tvictories have come in their
last hree games.

SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS:
PORSCHE, MERCEDES AND VOLKSWAGEN.

GARAGE EUROPA

850 LINCOLN AVENUE

295-9082

Going Skiing Over Easter Vacation?
Before you go, see Chuck & Roland about a special
7 day accident policy less than $6.
For more information see

Roland Squires S.J.S. ’66
556 N. First St.

ONE DAY ONLY
STUDENT RATES

440-relay will be performing for the first time
this season. Talmadge may be absent from the
quartet, however, with John Bambury, running,
but Talmadge will run on SJS’ undefeated mile
relay team.

Rookies’ Get Test

Tracksters Try Again
By JIM STREET
1:50 lor the 880," Evans corn- lege of San Francisco football and
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
:nented.
track star is set for competition
"If I need to run faster than in three events. The lithe athlete
St weral of SJS’ tracksters have

Chuck Bamford S.J.S. ’66

MATINEE: 2 p.m.
EVENING: 8 p.m.

The SJS 440 -yard relay
SET FOR DEBUT
team consisting of Bob Griffin, Lee Evans, Bob
Talmadge and Tommie Smith, take time out in
their preparations for Saturday’s triangular
meet at Spartan Track. Several runners will be
making their outdoor debut for SJS and the

LIFE & CASUALTY

297-3194

CHOICE OF BUSINESSMEN
_

erayee_Yr4Pesiserew.

Engineering, Business, Economics, Accounting and
Political Science Majors:

MARITIME
ADMINISTRATION
CAREERS

formed with the best in the na1 ion, but Saturday at Spartan
Track the "rookies" will be given
a good test as the Spartans entertain the strong California and Santa Clara Youth Village teams.
Field events are scheduled to
start at 1 p.m., with the track
events beginning at 1:30.
With the rainout of last week’s
Western Intercollegiate Track and
Field meet, head coach Bud Winter
and assistant Tracy Walters will
"double -up" their athletes in many
vas, to keep in top shape.
Lee %yaps will iv Ow busiest
of the Spartans competing in four
events.

NEEDS WORK
"Lee said he needed work," Winter said, "sr we are giving him a
heavy lead."
The defending national 440-yard
champion will add the 880 run and
the third leg of two relays to his
specialty.
"I am hoping to run about a

that to win, I hope I can."
A sprinter by trade, Evans will
he running the 880 for the first
time since his junior college days
at San Jose City College.

COULD AID
Walters feels the longer distance
running will aid Evans in such
races as the 440.
Much of Evans’ competition in
the 440 stems from a balding runner from the Santa Clara team.
Jack Yerman, a former Olympian,
presents a good morale booster
for the younger runners before a
race, but many times has turned
a chuckle into a cry.
Yerman has been timed in 46.2
in the 440, while Evans’ fastest
clocking is 45.2.
Ricky Rogers is expected to return at full tilt for SJS, competing in the long jump and high
hurdles.
Dwight Tucker will once again
be trying to make his outdoor debut at SJS. The former City Col-

TAHITI

will battle teammates Ed Johnson
and Bill Fowler in the high jump,
and also compete in the long and
triple jumps.
Tommie Smith is entered in the
220, along with the 440 and mile
relay teams.
Ts’i,in Shackelford, Bob Talmadge
and Evans will join Smith in the
mile relay. ’while Bob Griffin and
John Bambury will serve as the
first two runners in the 440 relay.
Evans is also tabbed for the third
runner in the four-man team.
For the Santa Clara club, Jim
Burns, Del Martin, Mel Smith and
Bill Gairdner comprise the 440
relay, while Don Ramos, Gairdner,
Martin and Yerman running the
mile relay.

DETHRONE SMITH
Martin will attempt to dethrone
Smith in the 220 and has run a
quick 21.3 compared to the Spartan flash’s 20.0, which is the world
record.
Cal, which will bring only a
20-man squad to San Jose because
of semester finals, will rest its
hopes on some of their top performers headed by Rich Price.
Price was one of the best crosscountry runners in the Bay Area
during the fall.

The 100-yard dash could prove
at to be the most exciting race with
Griffin meeting Santa Clara’s Martin. Griffin has run the century
in 9.6, but Martin has lx-en faster
with a 9.5 mark.
-

ir

SAN JOSE PAINT
1
ART SUPPLY CENTER

Advance Swiftly at MARAD. . . Participate in the Nation’s Most
Exciting Career Development Program
malty completes the requirements for a
master’s degree.
You may earn promotions twice during the
work-study program, from GS-7 to GS -9 after a
year’s service, then to GS-11 upon award of a
master’s degree or its equivalent. And throughout the program, in addition to full salary and
Federal Civil Service career benefits, you will be
reimbursed 100% for all educational, transportation and associated expenses.
Starting salaries for Engineers in each grade:
national emergency.
GS -7, $7,729; GS-9, $8,479; GS -11, $9,536. SubMARAD Engineering Opportunities
sequent promotions are earned in keeping with
Engineers of the Maritime Admlnistr.itiun partici- the employee’s demonstrated fitness to take
pate in design and construction of new ships, greater responsibilities.
improvement of existing ships, and maritime
research (basic and applied) and development. Management Trainee Program
Among the better-known recent products of Business, Accounting, Economics and Political
these activities are the Nuclear Ship Savannah Science graduates are urged to investigate
and the advanced Hydrofoil Ship Denison. Soon MARAD’s Management Trainee Program. Parto come (perhaps with your help): new concepts! ticipants undertake 12 months of concentrated
in port operations, shipbuilding, ship operations, training in one of these major program areas:
and advanced vessels, such as "surface effect" Budget and Management, Comptroller, Contract
and Procurement, Government Aid, Personnel
ships.
Management, Program Planning, Public InformaEngineering Work-Study Scholarships
tion, Ship Operations, ADP, and Maritime ProTo meet current and future engineering needs, motion.
Trainees work on actual projects under guidMARAD has developed a specialized program
for individuals who have earned their BS degrees ance and supervision of qualified management
in Naval Architecture, Marine, Electrical, or personnel, attending staff conferences and meetMechanical Engineering, or a closely-related field. ings to learn about management considerations
Our work-study program combines classroom governing the day-to-day operation of the Mariand on-the-job training. It is designed so that you time Administration. Beginning as GS -7 or GS-9
may earn credit toward a master’s degree in the (depending on educational level and experience),
fields named above besides gaining the diver- the Trainee is promoted to GS -9 or GS-11 and
sified experience and proficiency that will lead to assigned to a regular position at successful conpositions of maximum responsibility in minimum clusion of the program.
time, Requiring 30 to 36 months to complete, the Starting salaries for Management Trainees in
each grade: G5-7, $6,451; GS-9,57,696; GS -11,
work-study program is in four phases:
$9,221. Subsequent promotions are earned in
(1) a six-month sea assignment.
(2) a slx-month tour of duty and study at a keeping with the employee’s demonstrated fitness to take greater responsibilities.
shipyard.
(3) assignment to the Washington Office of
or
Research
Construction
and De- CAMPUS INTERVIEWS MARCH 27.. SEE
Ship
velopment for on-the-job training in Naval YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE NOW
Architecture, Marine or Electrical EngiVisit your placement office as soon as possible
neering.
(4) nine 10 12 months advanced study in one of to arrange a campus interview with MARAD
these or related disciplines at a university representatives. You may write for further inforacceptable to MARADstudy which nor- mation,

Arti

STORES /

You can embark on one of the most challenging
and satisfying careers ever off thed to a college’
graduate, a Civil Service appointment with the 1
Maritime Administration of the U. S. Department
of Commerce.
The Maritime Administrationwe call it
"MARAD"aids development of the American
merchant marine to carry the nation’s waterborne commerce during peacetime and serve as
a naval and military auxiliary in time of war or

Yours on every UTA
"Discovery Tour" of the Pacific
"laoranawelcome," smiles your UTA French Airlines
hostess. And, caught in the spell of Tahiti before your air
cruise even begins, you are wined, dined and feted as only
French Polynesia knows how. Your DC -8 Fan Jet flight is
a preview of the Tahitifriendly, languorous, generous
that will be yours on any of these Pacific Tours.
I. TAHITI/BORA BORA/RAIATEA/MOOREA . . . 14
days. $603. Deluxe $698. Optional 8 -day Hawaii extension,
$79. Prices include round-trip jet fare, West Coast gateways.
2. TWO WEEKS IN TAHITI AT CLUB MEDITERRANEE
. . . your own thatched bungalow, all meals, sea and land
sports, round-trip air fare from West Coast gateways.
A11$585.
3. SOUTH PACIFIC GRAND TOUR ... from 34 days. Fly
UTA’s Douglas DC -8 Fan Jets to Tahiti, New Zealand’s
North and South islands, Australia and the Great Barrier
Reef, Fiji, New Caledonia and Hawaii. A complete circuit
of the fabulous South Seas and "Down Under." From
$1495. (Air fare included.)
Narnn

THE MARITIME ADMINISTRATION
Department of Commerce
General Accounting Office Building
441 "G" Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20235
An equal opportunity employer M&F

State

FAN

DOWNTOWN
SAN JOSE

112 S 2ND ST
292.1447
OPEN DAILY 8-S30 THURS NIBS

VALLEY FAIR
SHOPPING
CENTER
OPENS NIGWES

toot

StO’x V_
365 SAN ANTONIO CO
AT CALIFORNIA Ant

Zip

HOWARD NELSON’S

TRAVEL
ADVISORS
24 San Fernando, San Jose
Phone 297-2121

SE

MT. VIEW

(please print)
Addr,,
Trainees become familiar with the fundamentals
of electronic data processing

kgo
El

OPEN DAILY 8-6
DRAFTING

MATERIALS

ART SUPPLIES
PICTURE FRAMES
PRINTS

Thursday. March 16, 1967

SPARTAN DAILYI!

Part-time job opportunity: "Operations

Opposition Foreseen

Swimmers Aim for NCAA Title,
Compete in Los Angeles Today
By DENNIS ANsT1NE
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
With strong opposition expected from defending champion San
Diego State and University of
California at Santa Barbara, SJS
talented swimmers aim for the
NCAA College Championship this
afternoon at the City of Commerce
Pool in Los Angeles.

Arlington State College, and University of California at Irvine.
Breaststroke specialist Kevin
Currlin. is the only Spartan to take
a first last year, and the talented
merman will be out to improve his
1:03.6 winning time in the 100
breaststroke.

Two of Coach Tom O’Neill’s
swimmers who have the best
The program will begin at 1 p.m. chances at gaining a gold medal
today with finals tor five events in the individual events are Ron
this evening. Friday’s schedule will Coffman and Steve Hoberg.
be the same as today’s, with the
Coffman was at a junior college
final events being held Saturday.
last year at this time, but he has
f
The 1966 Spartan team finished shown great
improvement for
second behind San Diego State. O’Neill this season and owns one
Santa Barbara was a distant third. of the best clockings in the counOther clubs rated as strong con- try in the 1650 free race.
tenders are East Carolina College,
The husky junior was timed in
18:01 in his specialty last week in
the regionals. The winner in the
last two finals has been a San Diego State distance man, both times
being clocked at 18:11. Coffman
will also enter the 500 free event.

EUROPE
ONE WAY

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS

lsr’s

Paris to San Francisco
August 2 & August 4, 1967
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San Francisco to Paris or Brussels
August 31 & September 3, 1967

See Kaiser Aluminum’s eyeball.
twirling poster on the bulletin
board in the Placement Office.

A limited number of spaces is
available for faculty, staff,
students of the California State
Colleges

Attention Art Students

Fare: $225 one way
Tax included

Pabco Paint Mart
has a full line of
Artists’ Acrylics

For information:
Office of International Programs
The California State Colleges
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132

Student Discounts
on all art supplies.

Ability to type helpful.
Salary: $400 a month.

Specialized knowledge or experience of business methods is not
as important as industrious and intelligence.
"Sparta Graphics’ Dave Schiller 297.9253
Also interviews through the placement office, Mrs Heller

SNACKS OR 111ALS,
OURS ARE ItETTER
BACK STROKE THREATSpartan Ted Mathewson will be shooting for an improvement in the fourth place he gained in the 100
back stroke in last year’s nationals, when he swims his specialty
in the NCAA College Finals this weekend at City of Commerce.

Linksters Get Look
At Coast Competition
The SJS varsity golfers get their
first good look at some of the collegiate competition from the west
coast tomorrow and Saturday,
when they travel to Fresno for
the Fresno Classic.
Winners of all
three dual
matches, the Spartans are expecting tough competition from the
home Bulldogs and San Diego
State in the seven team field.
"San Diego has a real strong
team this season," SJS coach Jerry
Vroom stated, "and Fresno State
will be playing on its home course
which is a tremendous ads :,111 age."

TICKETS
Bi:NIEATED FCB

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner

Professional Pharmacists

Worm will take six linksters to ’
the tourney, headed by All -America prospect Ross Randall. Joining j
Randall will be Bob Eastwood,
Tom O’Kanc, Ken Slasor, Craig
Harmon and Dick McClean,
The Fresno Classic is just the
slam of a busy Easter schedule
fur the Spartans. Cal State of LA
traiels to San Jose’s Almaden
course March 20, followed by a rematch with Fresno State the following day.
SJS will compete in the Western
Intercollegiate
at
Pasatiempo
March 23-25,

BOxOFFICE OR 8,

EASTER KECK MA IiNEFS 0410

Wednesday during Lent, 12:30-1
State College Memorial Chapel.

Intramural Director Dan Unruh
is looking for officials for slow pitch softball, which will begin in
interested
Those
early
April.
should contact Unruh in the intra
mural office, MG121.

The Christian Ecumenical Council is composed of the campus ministarim
of the Roman Catholics; Episcopalians; Methodists; American Baptists; Disciples of Christ; Lutheran Campus Ministry (NCO: United Presbyterian
Church. U.S.A.; United Church of Christ; and E.U.B.

!1 1 1 1 1 1 1i.

Mon. Ulm Thurs.
at 8.00 Pt.1
Fr, Sat, Hol. Hol.Eves. t t37 PM
Wkdey Meunes .
at 130 1=14
Sunday Eves
t 7:00 PM
Set. Sun. Holiday Mat at 1: 30 PM
TICKETS ALSO AT Sonja.*
13orIX fp-r 40 West San Carlos
Al Sean Stores Ca-e,1,0nd Depot

292-3707

Unusual
Management Training Program

a,.

Thus :s Georgy:
rcoinmates roommate.
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AN BATFS I YNN RFDGRAVE
18th SMASH
WEEK

Two Locations

WHAT? YOU HAVEN’T SEEN "A MAN AND A WOMAN" ONCE/
WOULD YOU BELIEVE ONE OF OUR PATRONS HAS SEEN IT 9 TIMES?
COME SEE WHY FOR YOURSELF! ! YOU TOO WILL BE A BELIEVER! !
GRAND

84 E. San Fernando
298-5404

).),-).
248-9858

for the All-CDIlege ChamPinshiP..1111111111111111111111111initiiiiiltatintititittintiontiumitiontillitimminimin.

SADDLES

PRIZE WINNER 1966 CANNES FILM FESTIVAL

A MAN
ANd A WOMAN

...

5161 Stevens
Creek Rd.

1.11 Sr nAig 1110.

10.,......11,1111 \if,

-4444

r. IIIIIC 01,

Now Playing at Two Theatres
SARATOGA
Cr Alr
GREAT
867-3026
400 S. 1st, San lose 294-5544
14502 Big Basin
WEEK
In Swedish with subtitles
In English

"VISUALLY EXPLOSIVE!.
BY WINTHROP

GO GRODINS!

4.1395

COMPLETELY EXPLICIT! UNBOWING
TO CINEMATIC CONVENTION!
Likely to be the most discussed film of
variety
the year -or many a year!!!

N. ht

Followthe leadersstylewiseto Grodins for ;
classic forward going
fashion, such as this
good looking traditional
saddle. Handsome, long
wearing, comfortable, in
a color combination to
go with practically everything in your wardrobe
rust and grey. For gogetters
go get ’em I

prmnts
211ITTENLING

GASTON MANNA

IY1s:

S

*A

Games

ADMITTANCE RESTRICTED TO
PERSONS OF AGE 18 MINIMUM

April 5. 1967

GRODIWS
ARRANGE FOR AN INTERVIEW
VALLEY FAIRSHOP

MON. THROUGH FRI. UNTIL 9.30 p.m

SAN ANTONIO CENTERSHOP

MON. T111OUGH TRI. UNTIL 9 p.m.

STUDIO . SAN JO E

S90 wont In 11 r.t

29. ‘"8

"DEADLIER THAN THE MALE" I
aid
I
I
-TORN CURTAIN"
Student Discount

.711111111111111111111i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111r

7h:sus Grows
roommate,

*TWO GOLDEN GLOBE AWARDS ... BEST DRAMATIC
ACTRESS and BEST FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM ... and
NOW NOMINATED FOR 4 ACADEMY AWARDS ... BEST
Actress ANOUK AIMEE, BEST Foreign Film, BEST Story.
Screenplay, BEST Direction ...

Interviews:

WITH THE PLACEMENT OFFICE

itz Georgy.

THE ALAMEDA
TOWNE1433
297-3060

of Guitars

141

An

0.

11.1

Semi-finals for the Independent
League Tourney will be played
- March 29, with finals scheduled
=
for the following evening in the
= Men’s Gym.
=1
The fraterinty champion and the
Independent titlist will meet April
4-6, in a two-out -of-three match

UNION BANK OF LOS ANGELES

295-7238

-r
IP.
...,In,t.
’.,.-.......,
-isv

JAMES MASCIN

E

BANK

San Jose

We Have a Large Selection

-:ilumi11111imitimiimiimmeimifinlimIGH111111141111M111111111iMitimmH zLLABTEKSAB

UNION

522 S. Bascom

BURBANK

,,
1 ,

Moyer Music

Unruh also reminds those interested in entering softball and volleyball teams to form their squads.
Volleyball entries are due March
29 and softball forms April 5.

441 S. 10th St.

I

* LYNN REDGRAVE . .. "Best Actress" NY Film Critics
Best Comedy Actress Golden Globe Awards and . . .
NOW NOMINATED FOR 4 ACADEMY AWARDS... BEST
Actress, Song, Cinematography and Best Supporting
Actor ... James Mason.

Q

SPRING SPORTS

Contact

,Sits/egitalionirl ghealAs
-I trim/ft,
- THE FINEST
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC FILMS

BUY OR RENT TO OWN
at

Intramurals

p.m. at the San Jose

..
SCREEN SCENES

One Block ’from SJS

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT-12th WEEK

SPECIAL SALE!

weekly Lenten Service in the Christian tradition each

CRYSTAL CREAMERY
7511 and Santa Clara

EDEN Emil

Paced by singles stars Greg
Shephard and Gordy Miller, the
Spurts are heavily favored to
.111a sous,nsonnsissu s SWAT
[OW /I
dump the Tigers again. The match
starts at 2:30 on the South Cam- Jattinlititittillt11111IIIIiitinititilintilitionntnalinlitiiiiiintiitilitIliniiinnle
PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
pus courts.
SAN JOSE
In last week’s match Shephard
defeated the Tigers’ first man
without losing a game. He teamed
with Ron Klyce to win the first
Up to 40’, Off
doubles match, 6-1, 6-2.
On Quality Name Guitars
The Christian Ecumenical Council invites you to a

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT

HOWARI)’S

WE’RE AWARD HAPPY*

including

BEST PICTURE
BEST ACTORSTEVE WOMEN

V,
.s mere issssugr for a full conr-ii dinner or OA
pt seri ice. Stop lit
gist’ you 1114. Food and pr
a snack,
today to keti our nes, I:s remodeled decor. Open Tot-mid:4
through Sunday, 7 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.

lea

ACADEMY
AWARDS!

Butch Krikorian’s tennis club
faces the University of Pacific
again today, hoping to recreate
last week’s match.
The Spartans trounced UOP,
9-0, to bring their seascon record
above the .500 for the first time
this season.

Moderne Drug Co.

Handle of all financial and
accounting details, correspondence, production, shipping and delivery.

Responsibilities:

Racketeers Meet
’Old Friend’ UOP

Ask for
Open until
Al MacInnes
5:30 p.m. Daily
563 E.
Santa Clara Sat., until I p.m.
Fre. Parking
293.5393

NOTE: Flights are designed to
take students to Europe for the
academic yearthis is not
round-trip flight to Europe.

Iluberg will swim the 200 butterfly and both the 200 awl 400 individual medley events. He earned
a second and two thirds last year,
and will be a favorite in all three
races.
Another of O’Neill’s top swimmers rated as a threat in the individual races, is back stroker Ted
Mathewson. He finished the 100
in 57.1 and 200 in 2:07.2 last week
in the regionals. He was fourth
in the 100 last yea: with a 57.7
Steve Williams and Jack Likins
will give SJS a strong entry in the
100 and 200 free events. Williams
topped the field in the 100 last
week in 49.1, while Likins edged
his teammate by one -tenth of a sec.
and In the 200 with 1:51.1 clocking.
O’Neill rates his 400 medley relay team as a good bet to defend
its 1966 crown. Mathewson, Coffman, John Kocal, and newcomer
Larry Lefner will he shooting for
the repeat victory.
The Spartan mentor also displayed optimism about the 800 relay’s chances for a first place.
The team of Mathewson. Holierg,
Williams, and Likins placed second last year and will be intact
this weekend. They were clocked
at 7:33.2 in the 1966 nationals,
but showed improvement with a
7:29.2 last week.
O’Neill will take a team of 12
swimmers with diver Dennis Spanek, Mike Nansen, John Schmidt,
Bruce Prefontaine, and Mike Conway also making the trip.

Manager"

Responsible person who can manage small, newly established and
growing publications firm.
Excellent opportunity to acquire well-rounded business experience.
Must have car and be able to
Requirements:
work weekday afternoons and
all day Saturday.

Rates

I

N. 1311110 111,11 R41.

The

29.1-5005

Black Hat"
"Chamber of Horrors"
"Blood Drinkers"

,

’0SPARTAN DAILY
Thursday, March 16, 1967

IN PERSON:
SERGIO MENDES
and

IIRASII, ’66
Thursd.e). Ilarell 30
at 11 p.m.

SAN
JOSE
CIVIC
AUDITORIUM
Tickets on sale, S3 and $4
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
40 West San Carlos
(next to Ste. Claire Hotel)
44000000003C100000Ceet.

primmip

Author Sees Less
Decision-Making
Paul Goodman,
author of
"People or Personnel" is "coney’ ned with what it means to
he a man in society," stated
Dr. Peter King, assistant professor of Humanities Tutorials,
at the Faculty Book Talk yesterday.
Goodman ’relieves that in our
society more and more of our
Institutions
governmental or
economic’ aren’t able to make
decisions for themselves. Deeisions arc centralized." according to Goodman. "Only a small
minority makes the decisions:
vonsequently, there is less and
less freedom in our society."
He feels that there is nothing
for teen-agers to grow up and
to; the jobs available are not
worthy for a man to do. The
author also believes, commented
Dr. King, that "most of our jobs
that really need to be done are
being done by one-tenth of the
population, while the rest of
the population is unemployed or
in useless jobs."
The next Book Talk will be
held on March 29 with Dr. Roland Lee. professor of English
and Humanities. discussing Edward Epstern’s "Inquest."

See Kaiser Aluminum’seyeballtwirling poster on the bulletin
board in the Placement Office.

CAPS preients A C T ’s

wacky
wild
delightful
IF YOU 0 LIKE TO TALK ABOUT A
POSITION with a company that puts
a premium on ideas. a company
that can offer you a chance to do a
Job on your own and in your own
way
a company that thinks ahead
and thinks young (we’re probably
younger than you are)
then WE’D
LIKE TO TALK WITH TOW
Let’s make an appointment See
your placement officer to arrange an
interview on March 28

’Birthday Party’ Contains
Vague Characterization

FOUR
PERFORMANCES
ONLY
Frulay.March 311
Saturday. Armin ..,
PALOALTO HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
TICKETS NOW ON SALE:

ICA/5ER

For information phone 321-1190

S7111/671/o/yef-pkte

Children’s Drama Set Choral Show
"Good

king

Lyrical."

a chil-

dren’s musical drama written by
Dr. Hal Todd, Drama Department head, which is based on
the old legend that Shakespeare
used foi "King Lear," will be
presented in the College Theatre
March 30-31 at 4 p.m. and April
1 at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Shakespeare’s plays have been
used and misused over the centuries, mostly by writers of
satire. A recent example is the
off-broadway hit "MacBird."
"Some may regard it as an
even greater travesty that the
noble King Lear should be transformed into a children’s play,"
says Todd. "Nevertheless, the
legend that served as Shakespeare’s source differs little from
the premise which underlies a
good many fairy tales."
Essentially, the ancient legend
tells of a vain old king who decides to divide his kingdom
among his three daughters, according to how much they love
him. "After I made the king’s
singing voice his source of
vanity." says Pt, Todd. "Act I

SE

740
SPECS A L_
BAY FOR.
tOATS AND
CAMP
TRAILERS
Also or 732 SOUTH FIRST STREET

r _ _ _ _ ____ _...................,1 ,
1
Drive-in and Dining Room Service

-,
i

.

TICO S
1ACOS
,
Good Grief! ,
Tacos

are only 2

for a tptarter at Tiro’s!

Phone Orders 297-8421

I ransformed easily into chiltheater."
"King Lear" is full of spectacles that keep a child’s attention, such as "sword fights, court
jesters, and villains that can be
chased around and beaten up,"
Dr. Todd added. Transformed
to children’s theater, the play
also lends itself well to two
morals children should learn:
"Iespect your parents, and beware of flattery."
The "Good King" is also directed by Dr. Todd, and the cast
is comprised of SJS students.
Louis Buses stars as King Lyrical, Lourine Johnson as Princess
General, Terry Somodi as Princess Regal, and Kathleen Wilson
as Princess Cordial.
Children’s Theatre is presented by the Drama Department
once a semester. Most of the
audience comes from local elementary schools. "Good King
Lyrical" is written for what Dr.
Todd calls "midlle-aged children,"
eight years of age or older.
Tickets will be on sale at the
College Theatre Box Office from
March 27. Admission is 50 cents.
dren’s

The Vast Wasteland?
By rINI CLARK
and JOE ORTIZ
There’s a new, refreshing rock
and roll sound over the Bay. It’s
not commercial top forty, it’s
not really hippy, it’s definitely
not teeney hopper rock. It’s
somewhere in between in the
grey zone of the new rock sound.
The station, KMPX-FM, 107
mcs, gives listeners a good
glimpse of what’s happening today in rock music. In two time
segments, from midnight to
10:30 a.m., and from 1 p.m. to 4
per., the station airs its album
rock shows. The other 11 hours
are devoted to foreign language
programs.
Larry Miller holds forth with
the biggest chunk of the rock
music in the segment running
from midnight to 5 a.m. At 26.
he’s the old man of the youthful
staff.
In a typical night’s listening
with Miller, you hear a lot of
Jefferson Airplane. Beatles, Rolling Stones. Lovin’ Spoonful and
Dylan, with a good bit of hard
blues, folk songs and psychedelic
sounds sandwiched in. One thing,
that you won’t here much of is
commercials. At present Miller
only has one 30-second commercial for his entire show.
Formerly the lead guitarist in

LINCOLN AVE.
afru(SUNOL Si-,
SAN

rected by Dr. Hal Todd, chairman of the Drama
Department. The performance will be on March
30-3 I , and April I .

LOUIS BUSES stars as King Lyrical, and Kathleen Wilson as his daughter Princess Cordial, in
the Drama Department’s production of -Good
King Lyrical, a children’s play written and di-

Radio-TV

S4.00; 3.50 and 2.75
By mail: "FRINGE"
Bow 11786. Palo Alto

ALLINIINUAA & CH0714.’CAL
CORPORATION

"The play’s underlying meaning comes in unguarded moments
and comes only when the audience relates it with everyday
experiences," Dr. Nelson declared.

Harold Pinter’s suspense comedy, "The Birthday Party"
contains concealed significance

4th and St. James

a rock group called "The South
Bound Freeway," Miller is married to a classical music pianist.
He knows his music. Often during his show he’ll comment,
"Well, we won’t listen to that
one any more. The lead guitarist
was out of tune."
Miller seems to know what’s
going on among the Bay Area
rock groups. This is evident in
looking at the station’s "heard
firsts." KMPX was the first station in the Bay area to play recordings by "The Blues Project,"
"Country Joe and the Fish,"
"Big Brother and the Holding
Company,"
"The
Liverpool
Five," and "Jim Kweskin and
the Jug Band."
Program music director Dave
Price, a product of San Francisco City College, says "We’re
a station with real people, and
like real people, we make mistakes. We’re not ’plastic disc
jockeys.’ We do everything, even
cough on the air."
"Our appeal is to the age
group under 25, but not the
teeny hoppers," Price went on.
"We like to think we are playing what’s happening in rock
and folk rock music. We feel we
play the ’shape of things to
come’ "

Nets Profs
High Praise
By DR. EDWIN DUNNING
Associate Professor of 3,Iwde
In a concert featuring a virtually unknown Requiem Mass
and choral compositions by two
San Jose State music faculty
members, William Erlendson,
professor of music, conducted his
A Cappella Choir and Choraliers
through a program of unusual
variety and interest Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings in the college Concert Hall.
Always notable for fine tonal
blend and balance, these groups
seem to have improved noticeably in recent years in overall
vocal quality. There is a solidity
and maturity of vocal technique
not often evident in college or
university singing groups
throughout the country.

This is especially noted in the
male voices, and the general
quality of the trebles is far
superior to the national college
average. This is another way of
saying that there is no substitute
for sound vocal practice in choral ensemble singing.
A well-balanced and tonally
well-blended group of Choralbra were featured in a group of
short selections of widely varied
style, including a choral rendition of Monteerdi’s Lament of
Arianna, "Lasciatemi morire,"
which originally was an aria
(and incidentally the only sur)iving remnant’ of his first important opera from the early
17th century.
’EXPRESSIVE’
Of particular interest were two
selections by faculty members.
"The Dark Hills" by Dr. Wilson
Coker is a setting of great
charm and textural transparency. Though harmonically "modern," the vocal lines blend to a
beautifully expressive consanance
too often missing in contemn.
rary musical expression.
A special arrangement of a
Greek folk song by Tikay Zes,
assistant pi (lessor of music, was
stunningly presented and received with equal enthusiasm.
The audience gave a special
show of appreciation to the two
composers who were introduced.
Great credit is due this outstanding group of young singers
and their director for their mastery of an unusually difficult and
consistently interesting evening
of music.

Research

Missile

launching

Engineers

Physicists

Mathematicians

Scientists

U.S. GOVERNMENT
CAREER EMPLOYMENT
Generous retirement

JET

From $390
inc. tax
Jet Round Trip
Chartered Flight
From Los Angeles

Sept.

From San Jose

June 27.
Aug. 7

5

707 Jet

From Oakland
to Brussels:
via 707 Jet ($437)

Be Sure
to Get There

June 13 -

to London:
via 707 Jet

via

Julie 17Aug. 29

(for state college students, faculty and their immediate families)

DR/V1

Call or Writ.

Prof. David Mage
1526 Arbutus Dr., S.J.
264-9275 after 8 p.m.

vorN

Air and Land arrangements by:

Vin of Mil.,

SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE

gen

223 S. First Street
297-8000
Not

PHOTOGRAPHY
298-54714

163 Willow

state college sponsored
or controlled

pramsomADANKPON

For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church
2nd & San Antonio
8:30 8 11 a.m.
7 p.m.

Dr. Clarence R. Sands,
Pastor
Berry Keiser,
Minister to Collegians

Morning Worship
Evening Service

College Dept. (Spartan Tri-C)
9:45 a.m.
Morning Seminar
Evening Forum
5:45 p.m.
Masts at

Tri-C Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio

*5140:01–PAPIPOOKI,AWAV5WKIPIBIWAVierWieee,..

NEWMAN
CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER $
Mass Tomorrow at 11:30 a.m.
Daily Mass 4 p.m.
Sunday Mass 5 p.m.

79 S. Fifth St.

295-1771
Is

A.,0*ctoc,o4**4w4owci-woas.6.664-om
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A
For Ampex

Where Opportunity Never Stops
.tivex Lookii For The Ingttieitive Mind.
Niels with good minds are not partirularly hard to find. Itut nom with
good inquidlise mindshosing a knack for exploring 11... 1111.1 untried
array, unhindered by conventionare at a premium.
Ampex in fortunate to have many inquisitise men, but we’re alway’,
looking for more. If you fit the description, you’ll be interested in
meeting with our Technical Recruiter.

Campus Interviews
MARCH 17

Space exploration

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS TOMORROW,
MARCH 17, FOR:

EUROPE
’67

to London:

TREBLES SUPERIOR

For all phases of aerospace
activity focus on:
Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif.
Development

which is there, but difficult to
put one’s finger on.
Consequently, Dr. Hugh Nelson. associate professor of drama and director of the play,
presented at SJS recently, conducted an open discussion. Tuesday afternoon, to seek the meaning of the play.
Dr. Nelson told a Studio Theatre audience of interested students and faculty that "The
Birthday Party" deals with our
world, not with the supernatural
or symbolic.
The characterization may be
vague, he declared, but this universalizes the subject matter.
The audience attempts to identify itself with the Individuals
on stage, Dr. Nelson explained.
Pinter, in his play, deals exclusively with common, averagetype characters, but as the
story develops, the audience discovers that the characters contradict each other and themselves, and unitentionally reveal
aspects of their private lives,
their fears, secrets and hopes.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
Interviews will be conducted in conjunction with your placement
center. Please contact the placement center to arrange an interview time convenient for you.

Liberal vacation

CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE
IMMEDIATELY FOR AN
INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT.
Eqeot Opportenity Employer

AIVIPEX
2655 lay Road
Imp, I.

Redwood City, California
to Equal Oppottutitt

a

East Meets West in Washburn Hall

George M. Mardikian . .

It PATSY MILLER
Editor
Campus
Thailand is a picture postcard

Famous chef and restaurant
owner as well

country, but then California has

as industrialist,

Disneyland

rancher, and respected Califor-

and

first name means white flower,
is a 19-year -old business major.
She is from Bangkok. Thailand’s
capitol, where her father is an

Yosemite and

Ladawana Yiampanichpakoi and

nia citizen, will speak

Dee)

Dhipatradee

Sudthriuk,

who are coeds from Thailand,
think that East and West can
meet sucessfully.
Both are attending SJS and
live in Washburn Hall. They are
two of 16 students from Thailand.
Mks Yiampanichpakoi (whose

Sunday March 19 8 p.m.
1336 Cherry St., San Jose
Phone 286.9963

!le

the

BYR.DS are coming
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TICKETS
91350vo

r45.10

SAN JOSE MIX OFFICE
to WEST SAN CAMAS
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STUDYING
LATE?

Ham Steak

3

Jumbo Eggs

Toast

Coffee

Banquet facilities
available to
all S.J.S.
groups.

the
hunry
ou,Je

610 Coleman
286-3838

Lost May Be Found
At Soph Coed Sale

business

soon

on

been

may

appear

in

t

Three little kittens lost their
mittens.

the

national

One earring and a binder,

re-

Cashmere sweaters, bright
colored umbrellas,

campus

for

days

10

and a Personnel Pocket
Planner.
"Oh my, oh my." cried the

The questionaire, which took
approximately an hour and a
half to complete, asked the student’s opinion on such American
business institutions as banks,
the stock market and the American economy in general.

Group To Present
Moliere Play
The

French

Group

Theater

titled "Les Femmes Savantes"
on

Alt.L1111,t1,111111

By MEGAN KNOX
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

20 SJS students on American

will present a Moliere play enopen 24 hours

inoa,

_

VAALLTV,41141241.Va2a1,61Waladj12.aWIAA.) Uk24

mollie
1../
San Jose’s ACTION Night Spot
30 South First Street
4=10 NM.

Tired of teenyboppers?
’’ant something, more than
Beer zind Pretzels?
Join iis this, swekend
for fine entertainment
in an adult atmosphere!
On stage

little kittens.
But that wasn’t all

Wednesday,

April

12

and

at Roosevelt Junior High School
the SJS French Department announced.
The group is from the French
provinces. They recently performed the play in Paris and
were received successfully by
the critics.
Tickets are available at the
Wendell Watkins Box Office, 89
So. First St., San Jose. Admission for SJS students is $2.50
is $3.50.
and general

admission

Available Daily

(doesn’t rhyme),
ID bracelets, tennis rackets,
And last, hut not least,

MilMitriVIMMITIVEZEINVIMM,Yrci7annr, ,

a.m.According to traditions of
DISCIPLES (UCCF)
According to EPISCOPAL tradition
(Also Thursdays, 12:30 p.m.)

Campus Christian Center Staff
The Rey. Roy Hoch, Lutheran
The Rev. Mark Rutledge, lit:CF
The Rev, Richard Younge, Episcopal

the sale

A Mature, Responsible
Attitude May Get You An

See Kaiser Aluminum’s eyeball twirling poster on the bulletin
board in the Placement

Spartan Spears, sophomore
service organization, will sponsor
"Lost and Found Sale"
Tuesday, March 28 and Wednesday, March 29. All the items are
from the Lost and Found De-

a

Christian

Scientists

To

Reception

Hold

SJS Christian Science Organization invites all interested students to its Spring Semester reception tonight at 8:30 in the
Faculty Cafeteria.
The meeting will serve as an
introduction to the organization and its activities. Slides of
the 1965 biennial trip to Boston
will be shown.

Men under 25:
Add beauty to your
shoes. Take them to
ECONOMY
SHOE REPAIR
294.9929
43 E. Santa Clara

in

SPECIAL
STUDENTS

ance.
Insurance

Sentry

tionnaire

CIGS

has

ing

habits.

questionnaire
minutes

to

This is in addition to other
for passing an ap-

discounts

5c
10c

24e
5c

Ajax Cleanser

5c
29c

proved driver education course,
being a safe driver and being
married.
doesn’t
questionnaire
The
measure driving skill, mechanical knowledge or intelligence. It
just measures attitudes.
If you don’t pass the first
time vou can wait a year, bemore mature, and try
again. Results are kepi strictly
come

confidential.
There is no obligation and no
charge.

YOU

HAVE NOTHING TO LOSE

ACT NOW
Call 245-4093 or drop us a card.
Nat ad
r

Puritan Oil Co.

138h & Julian

The

try will give you a 15% discount

2 Bars Ivory Soap

6th & Keyes

character

on your auto insurance.

10c

10th & Taylor

and

complete, and if you pass, Sen-

3 Hershey Bars

4th P. WIllIam

spot young men

about 30

requires

Kleenex

1 Box Cheer Soap

spent

a ques-

traits associated with good driv-

15c
2 Rolls Toilet Paper

to

attitudes

with

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

See Us!

Now you can save as much as
S50 every year on that big, extra
you pay for car insurpremi

four years developing

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

pelt ri ter Rentals
Confuse you?

Auto Insurance Discount

office

a bag of curlers in a Karl’s
Shoe bog and a box of
letters to a boy that were
never sent.

RATES

tfr

11

According to LUTHERAN tradition

PRESBYTERIAN, UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST,

partment collected by Campus
Police for one semester.
"You can’t believe the different things we have," said Allyson Smith, publicity chairman
for the organization. "There’s
just everything and we have
about twice as much as we did
last semester."
will
All proceeds from
go to the Emergency Fund for
temporary financial aid for students. Dean Cornelia A. Tomes,
associate dean of student activities and service, is in charge of
this special fund.

Crest large size

293-4588 or 293-5283

292-25%

9:30 a.m.

(hats)

Typewriters

124 E. San Fernando
For Resereations. call

300 S. 10th

Old ski hats, wool scarves

Modern Office
Machines

Student Priced
Banquet

Chapel
of
Reconciliation

SUNDAY WORSHIP SERVICES

2 Rolls Paper Towels 19e

and

appearance

$2 to SJS Students
with ASII card

’NEVER COMMUNIST’

French books, Benehe Brooke

Thursday, April 13 at 8:30 p.m.

Come

Mork Ill Trio

DAILY LESSONS

Razor Cuts

5:30 p.m.

Representative viewpoints of

Two-thirds of the students
questioned were men and Mrs.
Williams reported that they
were more aware of business
trends and institutions.

$1.55

Everyday
2 p.m. to I I p.m.

571 E. Santa Clara
293-9910

Pollster Interviews
20 SJS Students
On U.S. Business

seniors.

(11 p.m. -6 a.m.)

Meditation
Call 867-3728
or 286-5487

LADAWAN

She spent two years in an Indian convent high school, again
to increase her knowledge of English. From her travels she has
acquired quite a proficiency in
languages and speaks in addition
to native Thai, Chinese, English,
French and a little Hindu.

interviewing 10 freshmen and 10

MIDNIGHT SPECIAL

Concentration

and personality.

Miss Yiampanichpakoi believes
Thailand will never become communist. The people love their
ruler, King Bhumibol Adulyadej,
and in Siamese their country’s
name means "freedom." Thailand
Is a constitutional monarchy and
the people enjoy many of the
same freedoms as U.S. citizens.
Miss Sudthiruk does not like
the American intervention in
Vietnam, although she believes

more

1

to fit your

Miss Yiampanichpakoi adds
that American students would
find Thais friendlier, but this is
probably because there are
foreign students on this campus,
whereas in Thailand American
students would be a novelty.
Both agree that Americans are
often
self-oriented,
expecting
foreigners to act like themselves.
"They don’t see us as Thais
with a separate manner and cul-

The

major

search firm of Louis Harris, has

WigV!

YOGA
Mind Eploration

taste

Thailand is becoming quite
westernized. "We dress in American style," declares Miss Yiampanichpakoi, pointing to her capris and print blouse. At one
time the Southeast Asian country leaned toward Britain, but
now they adopt U.S. customs.

viewer with

that midnight

it is too late to pull out. She
thinks that the United States
should not interfere in the internal affairs of the Asian countries. She added that Thailand is
an ally of the United States and
regards this country as Thailand’s best friend. But, she emphasized it is Thailand’s choice
to be an ally, not because America says they must. It is this
freedom of choice whish Thailand cherishes.

For a hair cut

Miss Sisithiruk is a senior soin her third
cial science
semester at SJS. She is also from
Bangkok where her father is a
major in the Army. She hopes to
go back to Thailand to teach.
The 21 -year-old coed thinks
because of its size that at times
SJS is impersonal. But the
dorms provide a way to get acquainted with the students.

importer. This is her first semester at SJS, having just graduated from San Jose High School.
petite Thai came to study
in the United States to perfect
her English and to learn more
about American life. Much of
Thailand’s knowledge of the
United States comes from American movies. "The movies seem
real to us and then you come
over and it is quite different,"
she remarked.
FIVE LANGUAGES

Mrs. Patty Williams, an inter-

and satisfy

Potatoes

FUTURE THAI TEACHER

YIAMPANICHPAKOI

Newsweek magazine.

Take a break

hire, or else they treat us as if
we are completely different.
There seems to be no middle
way." states Miss Sudthirtik.

Miss Yiampanichpakni states
the work is harder at SJS than
in a Thai school. In Thailand the
schools are stricter. The teachers are more respected: a student must stand in the presence
of an instructor.

spurn A\ rilitili
SUNDAY, MARCH 19
9:40 a.m. Seminar"Accepting God’s Wisdom’’
Speaker: Barry Keiser
5:45 p.m. ForumFilm in Resurrection Series.
March 17-23 Cruz Week.
3ril and San Antonio
March 31 Roller Skating Party.

Miss Yiampanichpakoi recalls
that the Indian people are
quite poor. "You want to help
them, but you give money to one
begger and 100 more come." She
hopes one day to return to India
and perhaps build a school.
The dark-haired coed likes SJS
as evidenced by the many school
pennants on her wall. According
to her, the students are friendly
and by living in the dorm she
can meet them on a personal basis.
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INSURANCE

The Moodware Mutuills
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111th St. Plan April 15th march to
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellow- San n arivism.
ship, 9 p.m., NE Lounge. Topic is
Tau Delta Phi 5 p.m., ED100.
"The Kingdom of God."
Orientation meeting for people unable to attend Wednesday night’s
Christian Science Organization,
smoker.
7:30. Chapel of flevorwiliatitin.
Allen Hall, 8 p.m., Allen Hall
Tenth and San Carkks. Reception
for new students following the Formal Lounge. Professor Thomas
Tutko of the psychology departregular meeting.
ment will be conducting an inforStudent Mobilization March
mal group discussion.
committee, 7:30 p.m , 1911u N.
Canterbury Amociation, ..12:30
p m Chapel of Reconciliation. Midweek Eucharist.
Baptist Student Union, 7:30 p.m.,
MH234. The "God is Dead" issue
College Student Center
will be discussed.
10th & San Fernando Streets
Newman Center, 7:30 p.m., 79 S.
where the attnimphere isFifth Street. A panel discussion on
birth control will be held.
CASUAL
Students enjoy coffee and converFrench Table, 12:30 p.m., every
sation in our modern lounge.
day in the cafeteria.
QUIET
Lambda Rho ..Kappa, Russian
Our study rooms provide an ex, Honorary society, 7:30 p.m. Audio
cellent place for concentrated
Visual Preview Room. A film,
study.
"Great Glinka," will be shown to
LIVELY
members
and interested Russian
Use of pool and ping pong tables
students.
and gymnasium
Campus
Crusade for Christ, 7
STIMULATING
p to.. 281 E. William No. 1. At this
Watch for our Thursday and Sunday night programs.
’ "College Life" meeting, Dr. J. EdALL STUDENTS WELCOME
win Orr, writer, lecturer and
8 a.m..Midnighf Mon. to Thurs.
Christian teacher will speak.
8 amt.-1 a.m. Fri. 8. Sat.

"The New
Wineskin"

Al.I.
rd;bi

A $*

TOMORROW
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, 3:30 p.m., ED107. Executive
Prayer fellowship. All are welcome.
Student Mobilization Co
it tee, 3:30 p.m., JC136. Scheduling
if campus activities for Vietnam
Student Mobilization Cultural
Cononittee,
1:30 p.m.,
JC136.
V.,..titt._t for poets, artists, actors,

IF YOU’D LIKE TO TALK ABOUT A
POSITION with a company that puts
a premium on ideas . a company
that can otter you a chance to do a
lob on your own and in your own
way
a company that thinks ahead
and thinks young (we’re probably
younger than you are)... then WE’D
LIKE TO TALK WITH YOUI
Let’s make an appointment: SN-1
. our placement officer to arrange an
aiterview on March 28.

KAISER
ALL/MIIVLINI 6 CHEMICAL
CORPORATION

sl.NDAV
student Mobilization. Draft AlIi: lives (’ommittee, 7:30 p.m.,
191
Nort h Ninth Street. Discus.11 alternatives to selective
Will he held.
Wesley Foundation, 6 p.m., St.
Paul’s Church, Tenth and San
Salvador. A dinner 140 cents) and
program will be presented.
Spartan Tr -C’, Tri-C Building.
T Ii
I
and
San
Antonio.
a.m., a seminar on "AcGod’s Wisdom" will be
Al 5’15 p.m. , a film will he
viiWI I
Resurection period.
March 31. ii roller skating party
iii lio held.
klt:N DAV, MARl’ii 27.
L
.$1eiler, French remedial
w. k
1 10, Building N IA.
I’, ’rib ( inh, meeting. For time
.1),1
ntaet the French depail mold in Building N.

Summer Jobs
Students interested in the following sumer Jobs should sign up
for Inters iews immediate!) In the
Placement Center, ADM 234.
MARCH In
Fremont Recreation in Fremont.
Any majors may apply but recreation, physical education and related majors are desired. Students
must be 18 years or older.
Vick Chemical in Fairfax. Business, marketing or liberal arts majors who have completed junior
year and are interested in sales
may apply.
March 12
Alameda-Contra

Costa

Camp

It was like finding buried treasure Saturday as members of Alpha Phi Omega, national service
fraternity, found hidden money in
a house they were tearing down.
The men were working in conjunction with the Boy Scouts tearing down a condemned house
owned by a deceased man in Saratoga when $80 in old cash - including rare $1 Hawaiian military
exchange - was found in a glass
jar hidden away in the building’s
framework.
Pledges Jim Eaves and Reggie
Toran, both freshmen, after conferring with Boy Scout and fraternity officials, said the money
will be split between the two or.
i 1 ions.

Prof Wins Grant
The National Heart Institute has
awarded a $17,000 continuation
grant to Dr, Ralph C. Ballard,
professor of biological sciences at
San Jose State College, to continue
his studies of the bioelecti ic activity of invertabrate animals.
"At the moment," Dr. Ballard
said, "we are studying the changes,
nature and characteristics of electrical potential during the heart’s
activities."
The basic objective of the project, which was originated in September, 19(16, is to "try to determine the nature of automativity
of the heart of invertebrate animals," Dr. Ballard said.

NATIONAL GLNERAL CORPORATIO

eaosLere fv,

FREE CAR HEATERS

We mossom

Alttl
LANCASTER
MIVIVINRNAWPANCE
HPLARAIDUALC
BELLAMY CAtE
lA

THE PROFESSIONALS

THE ONLY THING BETWEEN
YOU AND GREAT FOOD

2nd BIG HIT

FREE HOMEMADE CHILI
ONLY
$1.35

Baked potato, salad,
bowl of chili

We also

feature a variety of

BREAKFAST
7 days a week

ANGELO’S
Free P,-akinq

Steak
House
72 E. Santa Clara St.

ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill
INTEGRAL YOGA AND MEDITATION
from Master Evangelos. Cell 867-3728
nool to 10:30 p.m. daily.
$401 JET to Amsterdam June 25 -Sept. 5
including 4-week study course at Alliance Francnise, Paris. Dr. Milton French,
12131 274.0729 or write 9875 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills. Or Jet package
only, New York -London $253 June 16Sept. 6.

SEIM A =mil

The Mamas and The Papas McLuhan Generation Supergroup.

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share
2 bedroom, modern apt. with 2 others.
$45 month. 1 block to school. 286-3417.
I MALE ROOMMATE to share apartment at 475 S. 4th, #5. Complete with
TV, stereo & tapes. Call 298-4093 after 4.
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Senior
standing preferred. $40 per month. Luxury living. Apply at 695 S. 11th or call
287-1542.

ROOMMATE NEEDED, MALE tipper division or grad preferred. Fireplace,
clean. Ask at 98 S. 1 I th St.
2-BEDROOM house. Partly furnished,
stove, refrigerator. Suitable for couple or
3 adults. Police student preferred. Good
terms to responsible persons. 251-2957
mornings.
GIRL ROOMMATE waated. Own room.
$45 per month. 444 S. 5th. 298-3824.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

COLLEGE LIFE
7 p.m. Tonight, March 16
384 E. William
By Campus Crusade
for Christ

EAST
and WEST
EUROPE
TOUR: 71 Days
JUNE 18th AUG. 27

’1,099

tax

Itinerary:
England France Switzerland
Monaco Italy
Austria Holland Denmark
Sweden Finland
West
East Germany
Germany
Greece Yugoslavia Poland
Soviet Union Cxechosloyakia
Hungary and Belgium

$1,498 From
West Coast
For Free Folders
and Information

CALL

297-8000
San Jose Travel Service
223 S. First St., San Jose

TYPING. Thesis, term papers, etc., experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
21 & MARRIED. Liability, property damage & uninsured motorist coverage on
auto insurance. $21 for 3 months. Dave
To,le, 244-9600.
EXQUISITE, REASONABLE typing: book
reports, compositions, theses, etc. Done
at home of Miss Carey, 293-4700.
TV’s FOR RENT. Special student rates.
$8 per month. 377-2935.
FRENCH PHONETICS a la mode de
Paris. Beninners & advanced. Learn to
weak beautifully. $1 hour. 287-1900.
KNOW WHAT YOU went to say, but
iy it? Editing, re writ Liao, 56/ 0.65.

AT LZA5T NV*MY iNreL.Lec-ruAL FQuAL.- WelFZE
Form ON PROFATION1.

NEED RIDE March 17 or 18 to vicinity
of Tucson or Phoenix, Arizona. Call
Penny Lane, 293-9871.
RIDE NEEDED to Seattle over Easter.
Will share expenses. Cell Brian at 9680269 or 967-2161 during day.

DORIC COMBO organ with amplifier.
Like new. Sacrifice: $375 complete. Call
Rich evenings, 258.2665.

WANTED: TWO GIRLS In live in foir
nished rooms. $36 per month. 596 5. 10th
or call 293-9877.
I
BEDROOM furnished apartment.
Tradewinds, 633 S. 81h. $115 month. Free
parking 3 blocks from campus. See manager or phone 286-4260.
WOMEN’S APPROVED housing: Colonial Hall contract for sale. Call 293-9908.
Ask for Rota Davis or Mrs. Peterson.
VERY NICE 2 -bedroom apartment for
mature A responsible students. $160 is
month 460 S 10th or 286.2399

LOST: YOUNG orange, male cat. Saturday night, 6th & Santa Clara. Please return. Reword. 297-4383. 286-1319.

SERVICES (81

FOR SALE 131

BEAUTIFUL WEDDING ring set. Never
worn. Almost one carat. Cost $725. Sacrifice, 5475. 252-2440.
1959 RCA 21’ color TV. Now picture
Ibe
.year warranty. Completely
t.zned. $135. 292-0747.

LOST AHIII FOUND (61
LOST: SMALL gold bracelet of linked
roses. Sentimental value. Reward. 2939851. Ask for Grace.

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore. 354-1273.

’64 CUSTOMIZED Volkswagen. Must sell
NOW. Will accept trade, or motorcycle.
$1175 plus stereo tape player. Mike, 294.
4871 after 5 p.m.
THE WHITE CLOUD. ’58 Chevy 2 -door,
H - d,nder stick. Needs babying and a
back seat. $150. 295-5763 after 5 p.m.
’63 ALPINE. White. Radio & heater.
Black top. Good condition. Must sell.
$1475. Call 286-9996 after 4 p.m.
’66 HONDA SO. Perfect condition. $175.
See it any day after 3:30 p.m. at 65 S.
9th St., *2.
’59 FORD 4-door. Good condition. Trade
for motorcycle Of scooter. Cell Gary.
28? -0815.
’60 FIAT 500. Complete with cheese
grater, $165. Call Gary, 295-4516.
’55 FORD V-8. 2 -door. Good running
condition. Best offer. 379-1814, between
5:30-8:00 p.m.
’SS PONTIAC. Radio & heater, auto.
mafic transmission. Good transportation.
$150. Call 286.0946, 1-5 p.m., MWF.

SKIS-HART Giant Slalom, 205 cm. 3
months old. Nevada foe, Look heel plate.
Offer. Dave, 294.5800.

2 -BEDROOM unturn1;hod aoarlmort, $80
per month. 5 minutes from S.15. Call 2935995.

PERSONALS (71

AUTOMOTIVE 121

HOUSING 15)

JERRY LEWIS
JANET LEIGH

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

VoteldloRi

THEY’RE RUNNING OUT! Get your
Sparfacamp tickets now at tables on 7th
St. & at bookstore. Don’t delay!
WILL THEPERSON who inadvertently
picked up a U.S. Government film in
Room CH 164 please return it to the
Geography Department?
SINGLE STUDENTS: Trip to Carmel
April 1. Including hootenanny. Call 2692041 for more information.

VIDEO SALES REPRESENTATIVE for
fast-growing distributor of closed-circuit
,einvision systems, including cameras, reofers, monitors, antennas, etc., dc
-ed for applications in education,
medicine, industry and sports. Knowledge of video and sales experience required. Commission. Call MUNRO MERRICK at Audio Video Forum, 961-1914.

FAMOUS STEAK DINNER

Bookstore Open

eering majors wanted for junior
electronics engineers.
Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical ,
Corporation. ,\ ny engineering majors wanted for trainees.
Boeing (Wit, electrical, industrial and mechanical engineering,
aeronautics, industrial technology,
material science, math and physics
majors wanted for associate engineers and other jobs.

Exterminate your
frustrations at

Spartan Daily Classifieds

CREW MANAGERS. Part time. Hope
Chest Plan. Salary & commission. Apply:
1060 Willow, Room 3. 286-3193.

WITH ANY STEAK-FRI., SAT., SUN.

Purez Corporation. LTD. Marketing-Sales, and business administration majors wanted for field
sales, marketing trainees, brand
management, marketing research
and sales management.
Lybrand. Ross Brothers a n d
Montgonwry. Accounting majors
with 135 degrees and MBA with
accounting emphasis wanted for
staff accountants.
Kaiser Aerospace and Electronics Corporation. Electrical engin-

Christian
Science
Organization

HELP WANTED 101

Try our weekend special!

TUESDAY, MARCH 2/4.

BUGGED?

The Spartan Bookstore will be
open regular hours (8 to 5) during
Easter Vacation, except on Good
Friday when it will be closed between 12 and 3 p.m. It was previously reported erroneously in the
Daily that the Bookstore would
Teaching candidates interested be closed.
in working in the Palo Alto Unified School District should contact
the Placement Center, ADM 234
immediately.
Dr. Alvin K. Chang, director of
Two years ago they were
personnel for the Palo Alto Unibeach bums in the Caribvisit
the
District
will
School
fied
bean. Today the Mamas and
SJS campus on Friday, March 31
the Papas are the McLuhan
to talk with those interested in
generation’s supergroup.
applying for September jobs in
Follow them in the current
that district.
issue of The Saturday Evening Post as they kick off a
What Is Understanding?
freewheeling concert weekYou are invited to consider this
end with a gin -and -tonic
and other sublects with us.
breakfast. Learn why "Fat
Meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m.
Angel" Mama Cass, a bigChapel at the corner of S.
beat Kate Smith, credits a
Tenth and San Carlos Streets.
konk on the head for her success. Find out why Michelle,
a favorite among aging hippies, was once ousted from the group. Read how the Mamas
and the Papas instigated a teeny-bopper riot to prove Papa
John’s theory on controlled-audience hysteria. Catch up to
the legend of the Mamas and the Papas in the March 25
issue of The Saturday Evening Post. Buy your copy todlv.

Alpha Phi Omega ta’azrk
Finds Hidden Cash Teaching Jobs
In Empty House

TUESDAY. MARCH 25
Chi Sigma Epsilon, 3:30 p.m., E
1111:11,
to h.:, 7 p.m., Women’s Gym
Iii.,
should sign up for the
liadmil
n tournament by March
Womon’s
II

Fire Girls in Oakland. Social science, physical education, recreation and liberal arts majors wanted.
MARCH 14
Jewel Tea Company, Incorporated, in Newark. Males, 18 to 25
years old majoring in public relations, marketing, and business that
are sophomores or juniors or MBA
candidates wanted.
MARCH 27
Pacific Gas and Electric. Eleetrical, mechanical, and civil engineering majors who have completed junior year are wanted.
MARCH 20
Yosemite National Park In Yosemite. Any majors who are able
through Labor Day may

Job Interviews

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Minimum
Three lines
One time

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose
Calif. 95114.

One time

Three times Flee times

3 lines

1.50

2.25

2.50

4 lines

2.00

2.75

3.00

5 lines

2.50

3.25

3.50

6 lines
Add this
amount for
each addl.
tional tine

3.00

3.75

4.00

ID Announcements (1)
El Automotive (2)
0 For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
D Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation
(9)
O

To place an ad:
Call al.
Classified Adv. Office - J206

.50

.50

.50

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

MY CAR GOING to Tucson and vicinity
Easter holidays and return. Share expenses and driving. 251-3585.

Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m.-I2:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.

Tuesday & Thursday
10:00 a.m.- 12:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.
Send in handy order blank. Enclose

Name

cash or

Address
(Please Print)

For

days.

City

Phone

check.

Make

chck

out to

Spartan Daily Clessifids.
Enclosed is $
Phone 294-6414, Ed. 2466

Start ad on

Pleas* allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

(Date)

I.

